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independent student press

Taliban agrees to negotiate
by Kathy Gannon
!«! ASSOCIA1E0 PRESS

The Associated Press

PEACE AND WAR: Mullah Amir Khan Muttaqi. education minister
ol Afghanistan and Taliban spokesman, smiles during an interview.

KABUL Afghanistan — lour
weeks into the U.S.-led air campaign, a senior Taliban official
said yesterday the ruling militia is
willing to negotiate an end to the
conflict. But he demanded proof
of Osama bin I-aden's involvement in the Sept. 11 terror
attacks.
"Thai's the message for
Americans,"
chief Taliban
spokesman Amir Khan Muttaqi
said in an interview with the first
Western reporter allowed into
Kabul since the bombing began
Oct. 7.
President Bush launched the
air assault after the Taliban
refused to hand over bin Laden,
chiel suspect in the terrorist
attacks on the World Trade Center
and the Pentagon.
"Wfe do not want to fight,"
Muttaqi told The Associated
Press. "We will negotiate. But talk
10 us like a sovereign country. We
are not a province of the United
States, to be issued orders to. We
have asked for proof of Osama's
involvement, but they have
refused. Why?"
State Department spokesman
Richard Boucher said the Taliban
already had plenty of proof.
"All one has to do is watch television to find Osama bin Laden

claiming responsibility for the ness was its strength. U.S. bombSeptember 11 bombings. There is ing, he maintained, will not crack
no question of responsibility. the Taliban, which claims no
There is no question of the senior figure in its movement was
responsibility of the Taliban, and killed in the four-week campaign.
"We don't have anything for the
there's no question of what they
American homl.~. to destroy," he
should do," Boucher said.
Muttaqi made no mention of said. "We are not a country with a
the victims of the terrorist attacks sophisticated computer system, a
big, Important
in New York, but
'We will negotiate. telecommunithe Taliban have
cations system
consistently
But talk to us like or modem aviamaintained that
a sovereign coun- tion system to
bin
Laden's
destroy."
involvement in
try, not like a
Muttaqi
those
crimes
spoke in his
province of the
remains
spartan office
unproven.
United Stales."
with
a
Before
the
Kalashnikov
bombing camAMIR KHAN MUTTAQUI. CHIEF
rifle on the table
paign
began,
TALIBAN SPOKSEMAN
before him. His
Bush brushed
two
security
aside numerous offers from the
Taliban to negotiate bin laden's guards also carried assault rifles.
"Each Afghan has a rifle in his
status — including offers to hand
him over to a third country or home and each Afghan's home is
his bunker," Muttaqi said.
even try him under Islamic law.
If there were no negotiations,
The United States has repeatMuttaqi. along with other Taliban
edly said that the demand to sur- leaders, indicated that the war
render bin Laden and his lieu- would turn into a conflict on the
tenants in the al-Qaida network is ground in which the Taliban
not negotiable, and waves of would prevail - as the Afghans did
lionibcrs have pounded the capi- against the Soviets in the 19791989 war.
tal and other cities.
During the interview, Muttaqi.
During an Interview with visitwho also is education minister, ing foreign journalists in
exuded confidence, arguing in Kandahar, Foreign Minister Wakil
effect that Afghanistans weak- Ahmed Muttawakil challenged

embattled Taliban, and Muttaqi
hinted at a possible Muslim backlash against the United States II

the conflict continues.
America, what do you want to
do?" Muttaqi said. "Don't make
Muslims everywhere angry
Muslims have no problem with
Americans, ii is American policj
they disagree with. America
should not oblige thousands and
thousands of Muslims the world

over to fed for the victims of the
bombing because they will cause
more trouble for America."
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pathize with bin Laden and the
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art contest

False
alarm
at post
office
A package police originally
thought may have contained an
explosive device turned out to l>e
a stop watch and calculator.
According to police reports, a
mail carrier from the Howling
Green Post Office heard a beeping
noise coming from one of the
packages in the back of his tnick.
Sunday evening.
Apparently, the vibration of (he
truck started the beep," said Lt.
David Weekley, of the Unfversir)
Police Department who was on
the scene with the bomb squad.
The post office was immediately closed and the streets on either
side of it were closed off while a
bomb squad x-rayed packages in
the back of the mail truck.
"Until they determined it was
not a threat, they had to ensure
safety," said Lt. Brad Conner of the
Bowling
Green
Police
Department.
Although, the main concern of
the package dealt with the potential of being a bomb, Weekley said
they were cautious of the possibility of anthrax. However, the x-rays
showed no signs of the hannful
bacteria.
"When we x-ray it, it gives us a
pretty good idea of what's in it,"
Weekley said.
He added that the police were
able to determine who the package was from, after talking to
some people.
"I still didn't rule out that it
could have been an explosive
because someone could have got ten to it and put one in, but I was
about ninety-nine percent sure,"
Weekley said.
The hardest part of the incidem
was actually finding the right
package, rather than searching

the United States and Britain to
send in ground troops.
"l£t them come here in the
ground," he said. "We wili fight
and let's see who will win."
Afghanistan, ravaged by more
than two decades of war, is one of
the world's poorest countries!
annual average income In a good
year is barely $200.
Kabul, the capital lies largely in
ruins, destroyed by an earlier civil
war.The eslimated I million people are mostly those loo poor to
flee.
Although Islamic governments
have distanced themselves from
the Taliban, many Muslims sym-

Photo provided

University undergraduates are
encouraged to submit works ol an
that explore the theme of being
"other" in the 21st century for the
Libraries and Learning Resources
Multicultural Affairs Committee's
Sixth Annual Undergraduate Art
Contest.
The concept of "other" encompasses a jerson whose life exoeri
ences do not fit with societal
norms. This could include nontraditional families, cultural/eth
nil minorities, and people with
disabilities or differing sexual orientations.
Emanuel Enriquez will be this
year's guest artist; he will also
judge the competition. Enriquez
holds bachelor and master of fine
arts degrees from Bowling Green,
His works have been displayed in
the Owens-Illinois Roots ol
Diversity Exhibition and many
other exhibitions throuhoul the
Midwest. "Fruition," one of his
works, is permanently displayed

STICKY SITUATION: Scott Miller, sophomore, bobs for waffles in a syrup and waffle filled container. WFAL radio sponsored the
event yesterday afternoon, giving away prizes such as a DVD player, Gameboy Advanced, and movies.
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New trend in drinking poses dangers
by Will E. Sanders
THE BC NEWS

College students mix
many things when they
drink alcohol such as prescription painkillers and
illegal dnigs. But the latest
mixture craze could be
sending some University
students to the hospital
mixing life with death.
This product can be
purchased at places such
as gas stations and bars.
The product is energy
drinks such as Red Bull,
SoBe, and Niagara.
Despite the efforts of
Food
and
Drug
Administration to warn
the public of the dangers
of both drinking them and
, mixing them with alcohol,
people continue to drink
them without knowing all

of the dangers involved.
The drinks contain
potentially
dangerous
ingredients such
as
guarana and ephedra,
which are both stimulants.
According to a FDA
medical bulletin, "reported reactions vary from the
milder adverse effects
known to be associated
with stimulants, such as
nervousness, dizziness,
tremor, alternations in
blood pressure and heart
rate, and headaches, to
chest
pain,
strokes,
seizures, and death."
Guarana is derived from
a plant that is grown in
Brazil, and over the years it
has been biologically
altered to contain caffeine.
Though not as dangerous
as Fphedra, its side effects

can disrupt blood pressure and heart rate.
Ephedra on the other
hand is very dangerous.
Ephedra can lead to death,
especially when combined with other stimulants like caffeine, guarana
and ginseng — all of
which are commonly
found in energy drinks.
"It can speed up your
heart and raise your blood
pressure," said Tonya
Hefner, registered nurse
and licensed dietitian at
the Wellness Connection.
"You can overdose, but it
depends on the individual. A lot of people who
have a health condition
might not be aware of
that."
Hefner also said that
people with heart prob-

lems and high or irregular
blood pressure are at the
most risk. She also said
anyone taking prescription drugs or those who
mix die drinks with alcohol are at high risk.
When mixed with alcohol, energy drinks can
have lethal repercussions.
The most common is
alcohol poisoning.
"Obviously
energy
drinks contain some form
of stimulants and alcohol
is a depressant, so the
combination of the two is
not a good mix." Hefner
said.
When a stimulant is
taken with alcohol, it
masks the feeling of intoxication and individuals
may drink more, not
knowing they are already

1

drunk. It causes people to
have a false notion of
being sober even though
the alcohol is in their system.
"It has the potential to
be very dangerous,"
Hefner said. "That all
depends on the person
and their tolerance."
Though
potentially
dangerous, local bars still
continue to sell the drinks
alongside alcoholic products in their bars. Campus
Quarters sells the drink
Red Bull with Vodka for
S5.50, despite warnings by
the FDA. and so do several
other bars that line the
downtown nightlife of
Bowling Green.
The Detroit News
reported that three people
died in Sweden after

drinking Red Bull mixed
with alcohol, prompting
Sweden's National Food
Administration this year to
advise people not to mix
Red Bull with alcohol. Two
more died after mixing the
energy drink with Vodka.
According to a Red Bull
Press Release, their prod.
uct is safe and has been
examined by several
health officials.
Some of these energy
drink brands market their
products as "hang-ovei
free" when mixed with
Vodka. Hefner said there is
no way to prevent a hangover.
She also said that a

hang-over is the effet i

alcohol has when one
DRINKS, PAGE ?
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U. contest to
reward talent
of art students

Power
drinks not
source of
good health

Post office
plays it safe
MAIL. FROM PAGE 1

ART, FROM PAGE 1

in the Jerome Library.
Artwork must be submitted by
Monday (Nov. 5). The artwork
will be displayed in the library
between Nov. 9-29.
On Nov. 15, $600 in prizes will
be awarded io the top three winners. More details about the contest can be found on the Web site
at http://www.bgsu.edu/colleges/ library/ infosrv/mac/.
The contest is sponsored by
Friends of the BGSU Libraries,
the Ethnic Studies Department,
the African Heritage Committee
and the BGSU Libraries and
Learning Resources.

the package, Weekley said.
"The package would quit
beeping so wed have to wait for
it to start up again before we
could search for it," he said. "It
took a lot of man hours but
nobody was hurt."
Weekley said, closing the
post office and nearby streets
for the remainder of the
evening was the' right thing to
do.
"With the way things are
today, I'd rather have them
inconvenience someone and
close off the streets than to have
something happen and see
somebody be too close," he
said.

DRINKS, FROM PAGE 1

wakes up in the morning.
Energy drinks do nothing to
reduce that effect.
Almost all of the drinks
have caffeine in them, and in
the early 80s the FDA banned
all pills that combined
ephedra and caffeine. But a
1994 law removed dietary
supplements and energy
drinks from FDA control.
Hefner said the only benefit of energy drinks is alertness, but it makes people no
more alert than a couple of
pops would. Hefner offers a
healthy substitute to energy
drinks.
"Get more rest," she said.
"Eat better, eat regularly, and
don't skip meals."

If you sleep in a cold room,
you are more \\keto to
g;
yHave 8 ted dri

Check us out at BGNews.com
Hours:
Mon-Fri
9am-5pm
Saturday

224 E.
Wooster
Bowling C.reen,
OH 43402

Cnlg Ginonl 6G News

SAFELY HOME: The feathered mascots were found atop the clock tower near the new Union.

Falcons returned to nest
SICSIC and The Falcons
spirit groups
After many helpful and interesting tips and leads from your
phone calls, SICSIC and the
campus police were able to
track down the path of the suspected bird snatchers.
Although the offenders, six
darkly clad scalawags that took
our birds on a dark and stormy
night, vanished into the
gloomy abyss of a BG evening
our friendly and faithful birds
have at last been recovered.
Freddie and Frieda, our
University's adorable activists
of spreading school spirit were

found trussed and tired, held
captive at the top of the clock
tower in front of the new
Bowen-Thompson Student
Union.
Only through the cooperation of the University Faculty,
Staff, and Students could such
a heinous and horrible crime
come to a happy end, even
without the apprehension of
such despicable doers of dastardly deeds as the cowardly
capers of the birdsnatching
witnessed early last week.
SICSIC, The Falcons, and the
Administration would like to
extend their sincere thanks and
gratitude to the overwhelming

show of student support and
offers of help during this time
of peril and fright within the
school spirit community.
Special thanks for the thoughts
and concerns of the members
of the Falcon Spirit Team,
BGSU Cheerleaders, Dance
Team, and, and those lovely
flag twirling ladies who come
out in all the cold weather to
support the spreading of
school spirit.
Without the help of people
like you, and without the cares
and concerns of the entire
school body, our beloved birds
might to this very day still be in
captivity.

'Jam-1 pm
GREENBRIAR, INC.

352-0717
BGSU

{FOR FJUl I
Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
506 & 514 N. Enterprise Apartments
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Field Manor Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments
Bentwood Subdivision
.... and many more apartments
and houses

FALCONS

BGSU vs. Miami, Ohio Doyt Perry Stadium
Saturday, November 3, 4:00 pm
Students Admitted FREE w/ Valid BGSU ID
For BGSU Football Tickets call 1-877-BGSU TICKET-

Q Night Flights Under the tights.

www.bgsufalcons.com

Come Sign Up Today! Units Going Fast!
Check out our website at www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

«^4

4*
>\G'
v\*

**

EE Your photo & listing in the 2002 Key Yearbook
FREE Professional Photography sitting
•$2 OFF your purchase of the 2002 Yearbook
Portraits taken: Octobe r 29 Loq on to www.myseniorportrait.org
Loqontowww.myseniorportrait.org
— OR —
call (419) 372-8634 to make your appointment.

r

November 2, 9am WALK-INS
t.iri rmir

WELCOME

5 p m in 28 West Hall

(419)
tllC ICCV 28 West Hall • (4193
—
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Going under the covers
"I Am The Walrus" and "Helter
Skelter" into something that
sounds like a dying animal.
There are some artists who
know when to do a cover and
how to do it. Alien Ant Farm
scored a big hit with their take on
Michael jackson's "Smooth
Criminal." Travis has a reputation for doing unique versions of
songs. Its recording of Britney
Spears' "(Hit Me Baby) One More
Time" has become the stuff of
legend. Meanwhile its version of
"Killer Queen" is almost dead on.
Then there are the kings of
cover songs. The name UB40
might not ring any bells, but
starling back in the 1980s they
had success with an endless
stream of cover songs like "Red
Red Wine." Can anyone out there
name a hit song by UB40 that
was not a cover?
The only real benefit from
cover songs really comes to the
person who wrote the original
song in the first place. They get all
that nice royalty money. I
remember watching "Badfinger,
Behind the Music" in the wee
hours of the morning. (That's
another story.) They were the
ones who originally recorded
"Without You." (That's the one
that goes "I can't live/ If living is
without you") Harry Nilssongot
his hands on it and made it a
piece of 1970s pop musicglory.
It might even give the original

LISA
BETTINGER
Entertainment
Editor
I read some scary stuff on the
MTV News website the other day.
Forget those detached fingers,
this was worse. Apparendy Mary
Kate and Ashley Olson, those
"Full House" twins who have
built themselves an impressive
straight-to-video empire, have
recorded a version of Weezer's
"Island in the Sun."
Now that's just wrong.
Cover songs have long been a
staple in music. For some it is a
chance to pay homage to their
idols. For others it is a useful tool
to help get their names in the
spotlight while others use them
because they don't have enough
original material of their own.
One of the best loved sources
for cover songs is The BcaUes.
Unfortunately, 90 percent of
those who even try to record
their own version of a Beatles
song end up butchering it. Only
loe Cocker has made an actual
improvement on a Beatles' song
when he did "With a Little Help
From My Friends." The Bee Gees
keep trying, but they always fail
with flying colors. Even Oasis, a
band that often prides itself on its
Italic wannabe status, can turn

artist who performed the song an
added boost to their career, too. A
classic example of this is the
Guess Who, who were recently in
the area. Lenny Kravitz's version
of "American Woman" helped the
band gain new fans, who might
not have heard of the band
unless their parents listened to
them.
The one issue with cover songs
is this: sheer laziness. My mother
has a copy of one example of
overdoing it, Michael Bolton's
cover album. Did you not have
the time or energy to come up
with new material? One cover is
fine, but when you start doing
them every other album, it looks
bad. Remixes and B-sides on a
single are a different matter, but it
worries me when artists have to
turn to a cover song to get the
audience's attention.
Artists might also want to find
new sources for cover songs. The
Beatles and the Rolling Stones
have enough money and they
know how great they are. Look
for that hidden gem by that little
known artist. You never know
what you might find.
Waiting al least a decade
before a song gets covered is nice,
too. It's a little early to be cranking
out covers of Weezer songs.
For all that is holy, get creative,
and leave the Beatles catalog
alone.

BG NEWS
Scouts of America.

TODAY'S
EVENTS

Concert Charity Raffle <3
Education Steps, 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. Held by Sigma Gamma Rho
Sorority. Raffle tickets for a concert in Detroit. The money earned
from thicket sales will either be
used to purchase turkeys for
Martha's Soup Kitchen on
Thanksgiving or will be donated
directly to the charity of their
choice.

THURSDAY, NOV. 1
CAMPUS EVENTS
Next Question & Kennedy Green
Room, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. A collaborative artist team, composed of
Emily Blair, Michelle Illuminate
and Phuong Nguyen, address
issues of cultural significance.

Distinguished Faculty Lecture
Series: "BadGirls.Bad Women?"
@ McFall Center Gallery, 4 p.m.
Dr. Peggy Giordano, professor of
sociology, will be speaking about
a study she took part in that was
conducted in 1982 and again in
1996. The study consisted of
interviewing delinquent adolescent girls and boys in Ohio and
re-interviewing them 14 years
later.

Somebody Else's Dream: Gregory
Barsamain @ Dorothy liber
Bryan Gallery, Fine Arts Center,
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Using kinetic
sculptures that perform low-tech
transformations through the
employment of rotation and
strobe lights, he constructs narratives that recall the intensity
and mystery of dream images.

Fiction and Poetry Reading —
Amanda Latrenta (poetry) and
Kristian Campana (fiction) @
Prout Chapel, 7:30 p.m. Poetry
and Fiction Readings sponsored
by the BGSU Creative Writing
Program, Mid-American Review,
and English Department.

Dance Marathon Fundraiser @
Education Building Steps 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Sigma Phi Epsilon will
be selling raffle tickets for a
chance to win tickets to the
Britney Spears and O-Town concert. They will be 1 for $3 or 2 for
$5.

"Mephisto" ® Gish Film Theater,
7:30 p.m. Istvan Szabo's 1982
Academy-Award winner (Best
Foreign Film) and best screenplay
at Cannes (1981) stars Austrian
Klaus Maria Brandauer as an

Phi Beta Sigma Popcorn
Fundraiser @ Education Building
Steps, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Phi Beta
Sigma's popcorn sales will go to
the helping the organization Boy

actor in pre-World War II Germany
whose quest for success leads
him to subordinate everything to
fame. As his friends disappear,
he is drawn into a circle of evil
from vhich he cannot escape. In
German with English subtitles.
Department of Theatre presents
"Story Theatre" by Paul Sills <2
Joe E. Brown Theater, 8 p.m.
Packed full of some of the most
beloved fable characters in literature, this wonderful production
brings magic and innocence
back to the Theatre. The amazing
characters of Venus the Cat,
Grimm Brothers, the Fisherman
and his Wife, the Robber Baron
and many more fill this show full
of imagination and unpretentious
delight for the entire family. All
tickets are $5. To order contact
the box office at 372-2719.
BGVeg Meeting @ 211 University
Hall, 8:30 p.m.
Glory Phi God Bible Study @
Business Administration Building
Room 116.
HAVE AN UPCOMING EVENT?
If you have a campus or city
event that you would like to have
listed in the calendar of events,
send an e-mail to bgnewsevents@hotmail.com or stop by
210 West Hall with event information. The deadline is 6 p.m.
two days before the event.
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luniccl up for sale on the
Internet in March, said Sarah
Borges, a spokeswoman for Ihe
I lerifordsnire police. The sludio thought liie items probably
hail disappeared a monlh earlier, she said.
Detectives arc slill searching
for the props, Borges said. She
did nol know on which Web
site Ihey had been offered for
sale.
"1 larry Potler and the
Sorcerer's Stone" Ihe film based
on the hugely popular first

Missing 'Harry
Potter' props found
IXJNDON (AP) — Three gold
coins and a wizard's hat vanished from the set of the
upcoming I larry letter movie
and reappeared a month later
on an Interne! auclion sile,
police said yesterday.
Workers a! ihe I^avesden
sludio in Abbots Uingley, outside London, realized Ihe
props were gone when Ihey

installment of I.K. Rowling's
book series aboul a boy wizard,
opens Nov. 16 in ihe United
Stales, li opens on Nov. 4 in
l.ondon under the title "Harry
Potter and ihe Philosopher's
Stone."
The film was shot on location around Britain.

'Social Club' star
opens new show
HAVANA (AP) — Compay
Segundo, the nonagenarian

UPDATES
two young Cubans whose parents oppose Iheir romance.
"But I'm not going to tell the
whole story," the wiry musician
said at a news conference.
A 30-member orchestra will
interpret some of Compay
Segundo's pieces for the play.
Opening night is set for Nov.
16 at the National Theater in
Havana. The show will run
only through Nov. 18, the day
Compay Segundo turns 94.
There are plans to take the
show to the rest of Latin

musician of "Buena Vista Social
Club" renown, said he'll open a
new stage show here in
November, and he promised il
wouldn't be his last.
"1 hope it will be successful,
nol only in Cuba but in the
world," Compay Segundo,
whose real name is Francisco
Repilado, said Tuesday.
"Perhaps I'll get enthusiastic
and become a writer."
The play, "Se Seco El
Arroyito," or "The Stream Has
Dried Up," is a love story about

America, but no dates are set,
said Salvador Repilado, the
musician's son.
Compay Segundo himself
will not act or sing in the play
when it opens, but he could
participate later on, said Ulisc
Salazar. the show's director.
The musician gained international fame in 1997 with the
release of "Buena Vista Social
Club," an album of traditional
Cuban music. A documentary
of the same name was released
later.

Critical Thinking about Values: A Community Discussion

What do,

FACULTY, STAFF, STUDENTS:

Do we do things at BQSV that assist students
in creating a world that is more like the one we
wish existed?

college
stOdents ,

needmorej
LOOK NO FURTHER'.

SAVE TIME AND WIN MONEY!

Voice your thoughts about the future of education at BGSU
at small facilitator-led group discussions to be held:

Monday, November 5 and Tuesday, November 6

Go to www.bgnews.com and sign up for the daily news update and have today's
campus news, breaking headlines, and sports updates sent directly to you!
What about the money? WIN $3001 When you sign up, you will be automatically
entered into the contest that will occur once a week for five straight weeks!
HURRY! Sign up NOW!
Fir»t drnxng will M on Friday OOoOW I2tt>

VeVwwi w* M Mn> to «*"•* noMVcMion

Go 10 www df^ttlpeVtrw* COWnjtM fix GonMM ruati

101 Olscamp Hall
Discussions will begin at the top of each hour from 9:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. and
last for 45 minutes. Please arrive 15 minutes before the hour.

Refreshments • Gift Certificates • Raffle Prizes

www. bgne ws. com
Welcome Parents and Family

Godfrey's Family Restaurant

NORTHWESTERN

Programs available include:
CMrapficttc
Icupunctura

Breakfast specials:

Oriental Medicine

Mon-Sat 6:30am-11am

Mutate Therapt
meorathit Health

All-you-can-eat buttermilk pancakes... $3.79
2 eggs, 2 bacon or 2 sausages,
2 pancakes or toast, and homefries or coffee... $2.50

Discover your future

Sunday 8am to noon:
All-you-can eat Breakfast Buffet $5.25
(Bring this ad for a free large juice)

-Godfrey's Friday night Specials• All you can eat perch, potato, coleslaw, roll...

tWMkieu
Human Bloloi,

as a Health Care
Practitioner at

'reputation as a pioneer In natural heath cart education,

Northwestern Health

them excel In preparing to practice as outstanding health care

1941, Northwestern hit tamed in International

patient care and scientific research. The individual attention
and access to educational resources our students receive helps

practitioners. With our unique pioneering clinical education

Sciences University.

$5.50

programs and our personal assistance in Job placement
Northwestern provides an Incredible educational experience.

• All you can cat Alaskan walleye, potato, coleslaw, roll...
• 12 oz T-bone steak, potato, vegetable, roll...
'salad and dessert for an additional $1.89 with specials

$7.50

We offer the widest

$9.25

array of natural

go on-line at i)Tei<«.sTei1eMltfe.lil

health care programs

Hours:
Mon-Thurs 6:30am-8:30pm
Friday 6:30am-9:30pm
Saturday 7am-9pm
Sunday 8am-9pm

For more Information or to schedule a campus visit, call the
Office of Admissions at 1-M0-8M-4.7.. •«. 409 or

GODFREY'S FtUILI HESTAIIRtNT
1U71S atom St
■MM Wean. OH turn

«19-3Si-Ol23

in the United States.

\H

Northwestern Health Sciences University
Minneapolis, Minnesota
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www.benews.com/opinion
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Guacamole is not dangerous, It's
goodforyou

^^

—Chicago Mayor Richard M. Daley on a
green, oozy substance found on the ground.
Passer-bys thought it was a deadly bioterroism
weapon and a ha/ ■ mat team was called in.

A forum ot views and ideas

OUR TAKE

BSSfe

MAJORITY OPINIONS OF THE BG NEWS EDITORIAL BOARD

New York can still suck
Many people are calling the
New York Yankees a "team of
destiny," or "the sentimental
favorite," to win the World Series
this year againts the Arizona
Diamondbacks, based solely on
the events of Sept. 11.
Fox sportscasters, loe Buck
and Tim McCarver have commented thoughout the entire
postseason on how the Yankees
postseason run has helped ease

the pain felt by New Yorkers.
While this may be the case,
rooting for the New York
Yankees is not mandatory. What
happened on September 11 has
nothing to do with baseball.
When the Oakland Athletics
had the Yankees on the brink of
playoff elimination in the first
round, many people were talking about the A's as bad guys
and commenting on how bad

the city would look if it knocked
out the "sentimental favorite."
It's the World Series, not a war.
Rooting against a baseball team,
which in this case is an easy
team for many to hate, in not a
crime. Even if the team is in the
center of a terrorist site.
So, all you fans in Cleveland,
and Boston feel free to root
against the bombers.

Values, vision clarified U.S. better than Afghans
What does it mean to be a
truly effective public university?
What makes an institution worthy of the trust citizens place in
it to educate the public and promote the public good? Certainly,
this aspiration requires opening
unimagined worlds to students,
engaging them intellectually,
encouraging them to ask questions, helping them learn, fostering their intellectual and personal growth, and preparing
them for advanced study and
careers. But our best public universities do more than educate
good accountants, chemists,
journalists, and teachers. They
aspire to prepare well informed,
engaged, principled citizenreflective individuals who can
think critically about the private
and public choices they make,
are aware of the ethical dimensions of those choices, and
become active participants in
public life.
These are difficult objectives,
especially for large institutions
deeply rooted in tradition and
responsible to many constituencies If public universities are to
achieve them, they must be
open to experimentation and
change. That is precisely what
the University Committee on
Vision and Values-a group of
twenty-five faculty, students,
staff, and administrators that
worked throughout the 2000-01
academic year-has proposed.
The committee has developed
an agenda for change that
would make critical thinking
about values central to the student experience at BGSU. The
committee's vision seeks to foster intellectual engagement

210Westllall
Bowling Green
Slate University
Bowling Green
Ohio 43403
Phone:(419)372-2602
Fax:(419)372-6967
E-mail:
bgnews9listproc.bgsu.edu

among students, prepare students to think critically about
the values that underlie important social, political, scientific,
and professional issues, encourage students to act on their values, and, ultimately, graduate
individuals who are ethically
aware, principled citizens.
Some will confuse this project
with the core values or with promulgation of a particular set of
values. The University's core values have underscored the centrality of values in a university
education and have fostered
debate about the role of values
on campus. I lowever, they are
limited because they prescribe
certain general norms that are
not especially useful in making
decisions about difficult ethical
issues. While most of us agree
that showing "respect for one
another" is worthy, what
response does that value dictate
when a hate group stages a
demonstration at the courthouse? If we are serious about
making values central to the
Bowling Green experience, our
focus must be on critical thinking about values and not on
prescribing the values students
should embrace, how they
should apply them, or how they
should resolve conflict among
values they hold. Rather, we
should aspire to help students
clarify their values, examine
them critically, articulate them
clearly, and make thoughtful,
principled decisions about
moral choices they will make as
citizens and professionals.
The University Committee on
Vision and Values has offered
general directions rather than a
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detailed blueprint. Vigorous discussion throughout the campus
community as well as pilot projects currently under consideration will help us refine our plan.
But no matter how much we
plan or refine our ideas, we will
make mistakes. Rather than
fearing mistakes, however, we
should leam from them, be
ready to adapt our plans to
unanticipated problems, and
embrace the opportunity to
achieve something few public
universities have attempted.
As we move ahead with this
ambitious initiative, we invite all
members of the campus community-students, faculty, staff-to
leam more about the recommendations of the University
Committee on Vision and
Values. Its full report is available
from a link on the BGSU Home
Page. We also encourage participation in a series of discussions
about the Committee's recommendations and how we might
best implement diem. These
will be held in Olscamp Hall 101
on November 5-6, between the
hours of 9 .i.iii and 10 p.m.,
with sessions beginning every
hour on the hour. Please participate and let your voice be heard
on a subject that is critical to all
of us.
The University Committee on
Values and the Bowling Green
Experience:
Betsy Bam, M. Neil Browne,
Chaz Giles, Mark Gromko, Mill
Hakel, Katnerine Newnam,
Donald G. Nieman, Wanda
Overland, Marina Oshana,
Carney Strong!, Eileen Sullivan

1 www.bgnews.com
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Post Office: Careful or overzealous?
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"I think it's good to be cautious."
I

STEVEN
CAVINS
Guest columnist
I have been waiting for the
anti-American crowd to say
something. I could smell
them, but haven't seen a
response until now. We've
been squabbling with the
anti-war crowd for quite a
while, and it's been fun to say
the least. I mean, say what
you want about the pacifists,
but after their picketing is
done they'll probably retire to
have a Cappuccino and throw
a Frisbee around, rendering
them harmless. After all, they
are pacifists. Now, after
Patrick Vrooman's letter last
Friday, "Revenge Is Not The
Answer," this whole anti-war
debate has risen to a new
level, or rather, dropped a
few, depending on how you
look at it.
Vrooman's most outrageous statement was, "We are
not better than them!" I
almost stopped reading there,

and I'm sure many of you
who did read it became aware
that you weren't reading a
logical, insightful letter.
Instead, it seemed that
Vrooman waited just long
enough, after the sobs and
tears (which I'm afraid are
still there for many who have
had family murdered by obvious events), to finally unleash
his anti-Western canon philosophical views, and then
somehow make far-fetched
analogies to prove that
America is just as bad as
Afghanistan.
See, you cannot make a
successful comparison if you
compare ancient American
history to modern day
Afghanistan. Times have
changed drastically. Our government does not enslave
people anymore.
Afghanistan's country, however, does. I've watched a
countless number of video
clips where I see these Afghan
women getting beat, forced to
wear horrific clothing, unable
to laugh, smile, or have an
education: all these things

regulated by the Taliban
regime. Sorry pal, but those
are not American values.
It's also not like we all love
war. C'mon, I can't name a
single person who even likes
war. Military aggression,
however, is a necessary evil. It
keeps the world in balance. It
keeps lunatics like bin Laden
and Hitler in check.
Personally, I don't care why
terrorists hate us, like a lot of
people are asking. I just care
about wiping them out. Does
anybody really support
(besides pacifists and
Vrooman here) the notion of
appeasing the terrorists?
That's the only reason I can
think of (besides simple
curiosity) why anyone would
want to know why they hate
us. Who cares? Bomb them.
It's not revenge. It's justice.
One more thing. America is
clearly better than
Afghanistan. If for no other
reason, consider this:
Vrooman is still alive. If he
were to say something like
that in Afghanistan, he'd be
executed. I rest my case.

Tales of un-free speech
tures of the bombing in
Afghanistan clipped out of
the Plain Dealer. The school
board rendered those decorations "threatening, intimidating, inflammatory and/or
inappropriate" This author
believes that their actions are
not only appalling, but show
the general ignorance of people.
In California, a college
newspaper (much like The
BG News) is being sued by a
group of students. The
University of CaliforniaBerkley Daily Califomian
drew heat for publishing a
cartoon that depicts the
World Trade Center Bombers
in Hell. The student senate
proposed a bill that sought to
raise the rent for the space
that the newspaper occupies
and would force them to
undergo diversity training.
There has been a similar
outcry over the cartoons published on this page. I stand by
my editorial discretion and
defend the cartoons that you,
dear readers, see every day.
Again, this author believes
that these actions are
appalling, unfounded and,
generally ludicrous.

A smorgasbord of other
incidents is breaking down
the right to free speech. At
San Diego State University, a
student was threatened with
expulsion after he yelled at a
group of Muslim students
that were talking favorably
about the terrorists that annihilated the World Trade
Center and damaged the
Pentagon. Teachers at various
universities are getting punished for teaching anti-war
ideas to the students.
Free speech is always in
danger during times of war. A
classic example of this is the
Kent State shootings on May
4, 1970. The students were
exercising their right to freedom of expression and died
for their cause.
Do your part to fight this
growing trend. Hold a protest,
write a letter to The BG News
or your government representatives, or join the military if
the mood strikes you. These
are all part of the freedom of
expression that are guranteeed to us by the Bill of
Rights. See to it that you take
full advantage of it.

AUDREY HAINER
SOPHOMORE

LAURIE BURNS
S0PH0MRE

KELLIBOWOITCH

"I think they're freaking
out a little."

"They have to be somewhat cautious."

"They took the right precutions."

KURTIS D.
KINZEL
Opinion Editor
In this time of crisis, one of
our most cherished civil liberties is slowly eroding into
oblivion.
The First Amendment guarantees us the right to freedom
of expression, including freedom of speech. That right is
being challenged by a nation
that is trying at all costs to
suppress thoughts and ideas
that may be perceived as
insensitive to foreigners and
against the collective thought.
These incidents are happening under our noses and our
"free" nation is turning into a
communist state where our
right to an opinion is challenged.
In a west-side Cleveland
suburb (for those of you
familiar with Cleveland, the
city was Fairview Park), a student was suspended for 10
days because he decorated
his locker with pro-American
paraphernalia, including an
American flag poster and pic-
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US. goal should be justice US. reaction
•Supporting Israel, but (in the
5~ years since its creation) not
taking significant steps to found
a Palestinian homeland in the
Middle East as well.
•Doubling of the mortality
rale of Iraqi children since 1991
because of economic sanctions,
as well as destabilizing infrastructure - clean water, food and
health care are all significantly
harder to obtain to this day. Also,
keeping US troops in the Middle
East after the formal conclusion
of the Persian Gulf conflict.
•Helping to put the fundamentalist Taliban at the helm of
the Afghan government during
the Soviet invasion. 1979-1981.
The argument against US foreign policy has been articulated
by Osama bin laden and is
echoed by Afghan citizens.
Maulana Inyadullah, who was
fighting during the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1982, is
quoted as saying, "The
American people are Christians
and we have nothing against
them. It is only their government we fight."
Over and over again the editorials (and the news) have suggested that the US is and has
always been a moral, peace-,
democracy- and freedom-loving
nation, and the terrorists don't
understand these values. I ask.

LINDA
SILVERMAN
Guest columnist

Recent editorials, in parroting
what the mass media has been
forcing down the collective
throat of the American public,
arc ignoring three vital ideas:
One: That America and
Americans (and their allies) do
NOT have a monopoly on rational thought, and
Two: America is not always
"right," and
Three: Peace protestors have
a legitimate argument.
It is highly unlikely that all of
the operatives of the al-Qaida
network are clinically insane, so
it follows that they must have
some sort of logical rationale for
Iheir actions on September 11 not mere religious fanaticism or
excessive jealously of America
Given that, the American government - and the public might do well to consider that.
Is it possible thai they arc
protesting United States foreign
policy? - which has, within the
last 60 years, accomplished the
following In the Middle East and
Afghanistan:

Does the United States really
understand them either? The
recent US record on those subjects (domestically and internationally) must speak for itself:
•Internment of JapaneseAmericans during WWII
•The My Lai massacre
(Vietnam)
•Overthrowing democratically
elected leaders in Chile (1970s)
and Iran (1953) and instituting
governments that were devastating to the people.
•Supporting (with money and
training) the Guatemalan military during their civil war.. .the
UN concluded that the military
committed acts of genocide and
42000 human rights violations
•Standing idly by for years
while genocide was taking place
in the former Yugoslavia,
Rwanda. Burundi, East Timor,
Sierra Leone.. .after signing
international treaties promising
to help prevent genocide.
The fact that the US has done
questionable deeds docs not
excuse the perpetrators, but it
may be reasonable for persons
outside the country to disagree
with our foreign policy stance
and doubt our commitment to
peace and freedom. I am NOT
suggesting that killing thousands of innocents in the WTC,
the Pentagon, and four air-

not vengeful

planes is a legitimate response;
like many, I am grieved and horrified by the Sept. 11 attacks.
Nevertheless, the facts cannot
be ignored; the attacks, in the
worldview, were not wholly
unprovoked.
In seeking to prevent future
attacks, the United States must
be very careful... bombing
Afghanistan is not at all conducive to future national security. In so much as there is evidence to suggest that US strongarm tactics are at least part of
the reason for the initial attacks,
logic would suggest a more
peaceful approach to prevent
fresh ones. A peaceful approach
DOES NOT mean that the innocent deaths should pass unnoticed. The perpetrators of the
attacks should be brought to
justice, but not justice administered by a country bent on
revenge. Negotiating with the
Taliban, while far from ideal,
serves the triple purpose of 1)
sparing the lives of innocent
Afghan civilians, 2) sparing the
American citizens a costly war,
which is also disrupting the
economy, and 3) setting the US
on a moral high ground. So
what, then, shall we do?
There is a bumper sticker that
says it best: "If you want peace,
work for justice."

EVAN
MANROW
Guest columnist
I wanted to thank the author
of l-'riday's column titled
"Revenge Is Not the Answer," in
particular for responding at all,
but also for creating a new
social class by the name "people like Evan Manrow." It
makes me feel more important
than I deserve to be!
I disagree very little with
some of the arguments Patrick
makes in the article For example: a fistfight is an analogy, and
analogies only go so far. 1 his is
especially true when considering another columnist who
recently commented that if he
were punched, he would file
assault charges. I respect his
idea very much, and I ain't wait
to see what judge is assigned to
the case of "The People vs.
Afghanistan."
The analogy was only supposed to remind the reader that
without action, we stand ready
to be hit at any time. The above
author thought that diplomatic
relations would be an appropriate response, but this is exactly
what my article argued against,
and he foiled to address the
issues therein.
Patrick, on the other hand,
made good references to these
issues. 11c likened the terrorist
anacks in New York to our
abuse of Native Americans, in
order to demonstrate that we
are no better than the terrorists.

TheONEWAYtohelpthe
most.

Say what?
SUBMISSION POLICY

The average person has *
Wer 1^0 4ream a year...
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The BG News gladly prints letters to
the Editor and Guest Columns Letters
should be less than 300 words and Guest
Columns tan be M0 to 700 words Name,
phone number and address should be
included for verification. All submissions

May I remind us all that the
U.S. is not blindly targeting (iti
zens of Afghanistan, though bin
I —it It-i i targeted citizens of the
U.S.? Did we forget that we're
going out of our way to not kill
civilians, while attacking a military threat that exists because
of an oppressive government,
funded in part by the very man
we seek? America's actions in
the Middle East have been jus
tided by the value of human
life, not by the value of
vengeance. After all, they
shouldn't be
My point is that nobody who
is making decisions here is
making them on the basis of
vengeance, though there may
be support for the attacks
based on it. This is why those
who make decisions say things
like "justice will be served;" it
rallies great support. But even
these leaders know the real reason we're attacking
Afghanistan: Self-defense.
Can't we see that if we don't
retaliate in a timely manner,
that we will be struck again? It
isn't just us this time; the entire
civilized world is fair game for
al-Qaida.
lor Patrick's Mary Shelly
analogy, 1 can only suggest that
I should have included in my
fistfight a sledgehammer in the
hands of America We have (he
power to stop these terrorists
and their cohorts before they
can strike again, and do serious
harm to the people of the
world. Out campaign isn't
about America anymore; it's
about the whole world.
We shall not vengefully fall if
we can stand united and fight.
may be edited lor length and clarity.
Personal attacks and anonymous submissions will not be punted. Send submissions to the Opinion mailbox at 210 West
Hall or bgnews@listproc bgsu.edu,
with the subject line "letter to the editor"
or "guest column."

There's Always Something New in Classifieds!

THE CITY OF BOWLING GREEN
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
Check out
our Huge Assortment
of Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

• 9&12monthand
summer leases
available

• Over 500 units
with super locations!

st nii by 319 E. Woosler for a
brochure of complete details and
speak with our friendly staff!

354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate
319 B. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)
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- BECAUSE EXPERIENCE MATTERS

SanoA
TOMASHEFSKI
FIRST WARD COUNCIL
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WISHES TO REMIND MOTORISTS OF THE REGULATIONS PROHIBITING PARKING ON CERTAIN STREETS
DURING SNOW. ICE OR SLEET CONDITIONS.
The regulations prohibit parking on the designated streets (including all cul-de-sacs) during "Snow Emergencies." A "Snow
Emergency" can be declared if snow. Ice. or sleet is forecast, and in any case will automatically become effective without a declaration when the snow depth reaches two inches (2")
When a Snow Emergency is declared the news media will be advised. The declaration will contain the effective time of the
emergency. II snow reaches a depth of two inches without a Snow Emergency having been declared, the police desk will be able to
advise the official lime at which snow reached the two inch depth.
K a Snow Emergency becomes effective between 7:00 am and 9.00 p.m.. motorists have two hours in which to remove their
vehicles from the designated streets
If the Snow Emergency becomes effective between 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m., motorists have until 9:00 a.m. to remove their
vehicles from the designated streets.
Vehicles remaining on the designated streets in violation ot the regulations are subject to being towed at owner expense.
If a particularly bad storm is forecast, additional streets may be designated in the declaration of emergency II this should
happen, every effort will be made to notify the news media ond to post temporary "NO PARKING' signs
The designated streets are called "SNOW STREETS" and are printed below. "SNOW STREET' signs have been erected on snow
streets It is pointed out. however, that the absence ot signs will not relieve motorists of responsibility lor improper parking
Although the City will make every effort to inform the public of the existence of probable development of weather conditions
requiring removal ot motor vehicles from snow streets, motorists are still responsible tor determining probable or existing weather conditions and removing their vehicles il required by the regulations.

A LIST OF SNOW STREETS:
NORTH-SOUTH STREET?

EAST-WEST STREETS

Bollard Drive- Newton Road to Miller Drive
Brtm Road- West Poe Road to Bishop Rood within
corporation limits'
Buttonwood Avenue West Wooster Street to Sand Ridge Road
Compbell Hill Road From East Wooster Street
southerly within corporation limits
Church Street- Sond Ridge Rood to Clay Street
Dunbrldge Road- East Poe Road to Route 6
Enterprise Street- Poe Road to Napoleon Road
Fairvlew Avenue- Conneaut Avenue to van Camp Road
Hajklru Rood- West Wooster Street to Northern
Corporation limits '
Grove Street- Poe Rood to Sand Ridge Rood
Kioto Road- Napoleon Road to Gypsy Lone Rood
Lafayette Boulevard- Entire length
Larchwood Drive- Entire length
Main Street- North corporation limits to Route 6 interchange,
except that parking s permitted at parking meters
during the hours ot parking meter operotlon unless
specifically prohibited in a Declaration ot Emergency
Manvllle Avenue- East Wooster Street to Napoleon Rd
Maple Street- Poe Rood to Sand Ridge Rood
Martlndale Road- Pearl Street to Melrose Street
Mercer Road- East Poe Rood to Hyduke Ditch
North College Drive- Ridge Street to Newton Road
Prospect Street- Napoleon Road to East Poe Rood
South College Drive- East Woosler Street to Napoleon Road
Summit Street- Poe Road to Napoleon Road
Slonegate Boulevard- West Wooster Street to Sheffield Drive
Thurstln Avenue- East Wooster Street to East Poe Rood
Wlnlergarden Rood- Sand Ridge Rood to West Poe Rood

Bishop Road- North Main Street to Brim Rood
Clay Street- North Main Street to North Grove street
Clough Street- South Main Street to eastern terminus in Stodium View
Apt. complex
Conneaut Avenue North Grove Street to Mitchell Rood
Court Streel- North Grove Street to Ihurstin Avenue
Gypsy lone Rood Sand Ridge Road to Dunbndge Rood
Industrial Parkway- Entire length
Lehman Avenue- Entire length
East Merry Avenue- Thurstin Avenue to Mercer Road
Miller Drive Brim Rood to eastern terminus
Napoleon Road- Kenwood Avenue to Dunbndge Road
Parker Avenue- Hasklns Road to Wood County Hospital
Pearl Street South Main Street to West Wooster St.
Poe Rood- Mitchell Road to Dunbridge Rood
Research Drive- Entire length
Ridge Street North Main Street to North College Drive
Sand Ridge Rood- South Morn Street to Wmtergorden Rood
Sheffield Drive- Stonegate Boulevard to Winlergarden Road
van Camp Road- North Mam Street to Brim Road
Wallace Avenue-North Grove to Haskins Rd.
WoodbMdge Boulevard- Entire Length
Woodland Circle- Entire Length
Wooster Streel- Western corporation limits to Dunbrldge Road
except that parking is permitted at parking meters during
the hours of parking meter operation in the 100 block of
East Wooster Street and the 100 block of West Wooster
Street unless within the corporation limits specifically
prohibited In o Declaration of Snow Emergency
Wren Roa-1-Entire Length

CUL-DE-SACS AT THE ENDS OF THE FOLLOWING:
Arlington Court
Devonshire streel
Manitoba Drive
Boone Court
Dogwood Court
Meitose Court
Ekownwood Court
Erie Court
Monroe Court
Biownwood Drive
Feindale Avenue
Ookwood Court
Carol Rood
Gleneogles Owe
Partridge Lone
Chorles Street
Homiiton Court
PKo'dle Court
Cherry Hill Diive
Hekoiy Court
.
Ronch Court
Clark Street
Hunter Court
Roon Court
Cleorwater Road
John Court
Rosewood Court
CobOlejtone Lane
Keil Court
Samt Annes Court
CountryCkjbDtoe^^^^^^ModOonCour^^^^^^^^SawasiCourt^^

Sunrise Drive
tamofoc Lone
Tree fop PVxe
Tourame Avenue
Turnoerry Court
Vale Court
vaueyview Drive
Van Buren Court
Warbler Court
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BG To Host
Toledo and EMU
in MAC Tri-Meet

November 1,
2001
www.bgnews.com/sports

COURTESY Of BCSUFtlCONS COM

Bowling Green State will host
its first home MAC Tri-Meet this
weekend, Nov. 2-3.Toledo and
EMU will face the Falcons in
Cooper Pool starting Friday
evening. The women will swim
on Friday starting at 5:00 p.m.
and the men will swim on
Saturday at 11:00 am.
The women are scheduled to
swim a 16 event meet fonnat,
which includes 100 and 200
yards of each stroke, 200 medley
relay, 400 free relay and the mile.
The men are scheduled to
swim a 13 event meet setup,
which eliminates one of the distances in each of the strokes.
The men will swim the same
relays as the women and the
mile.
There have been some swimming schedule changes. The
Bowling Green Diving
Invitational scheduled for
November 10 hits been cancelled. Also, the Xavier meet on
Nov. 10 has been moved to 2:00
p.m.
The Falcons next meet is the
Notre Dame Invitational set for
December 6-8 in Notre Dame,
Indiana.

Cavaliers pass
on Langdon
ASSOCIATED PRESS

The Cleveland Cavaliers will
not pick up the option on the
contract of guard Trajan
1-angdon, who becomes eligible
for free agency after the season.
Wednesday the team exercised the fourth-year option on
forward lumainc lones, who
was acquired in a trade with the
Philadelphia 76ers. Langdon
was the 11th overall pick in the
1999 draft but has averaged just
5.8 points a game in two seasons.

FALCON
ATHLETE
OF THE WEEK

SUSIE NORMS
VOLLEYBALL

She was named the
Mid-American
Conference East
Division Player of the
Week this week for
the first time this season. She had 17 kills
and 9 digs in their
game versus Buffalo
this weekend.

TOM KUTTER
CROSSCOUNTRY

He earned AH-MAC
Second Team honors
for a second year in a
row. He finished
12th overall last
weekend at the MAC
Championships with
a time of 25:33.1 as .
the men finished
eighth overall.

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Hockey prepared for MSU
by Derek McCord
I HE BC NEWS

The Bowling Green hockey
team will get to see if their early
season improvement is for real
or just a hoax as they will get a
huge test in facing number four
ranked Michigan State.
The Falcons and the Spartans
will start a two game series starting today a Munn Ice Arena in
East Lansing and wrapping up
on Friday. Both squads are coming off very disappointing weekends in league play with the
Falcons suffering a huge last
minute 4-3 loss by Ohio State
while MSU were swept by
Nebraska-Omaha 5-1 and 4-3.
Michigan State is a much different team from last year as they
are relying on some very young
players to carry the scoring burden because some top weapons
from last season graduated. Last
years captain Rustyn Dolyny
graduated and took his ability to
put up 153 career points with
him so the Spartans reloaded on
some prime freshman talent and
its showing on the scoreboard.
The Spartans made it to the
Frozen Four last year with the
help of Donlyny's scoring touch,

but more importantly the play of
goaltender Ryan Miller. Miller
gave Spartan fans a season to
remember forever as he produced probably the greatest season statistically ever in college
hockey history. Miller would
lead the nation in five statistical
categories on the way to winning
the Hobey Baker Award as the
top collegiate hockey player in
the country.
That was then and this is now.
Miller and the Spartans have not
had the season to remember as
Miller has shown some weakness with a 3-2-1 record and a
90.4 save percentage. The key to
scoring on Miller will be getting
traffic in front of the net on the
power play reducing his ability to
see and make stops. Then
counter attack with a solid
penalty killing unit. The
Mavericks were able to shut
down the Spartan power play
leaving them 0-11 on the weekend.
"The power play is something
that we have to pay attention to
this weekend." BG head coach
Buddy Powers said. "The way
Ohio State pressured with the
man disadvantage is a lot different than the way MSU pressures

the puck. We have to stop missing our chances and capitalize
on them, OSU was a bit risky and
we were able to score on them."
The Falcons are currently second in the Central Collegiate
Conference with a power play
percentage of 26.1 in four games
as opposed to the Spartans 90.5
penalty killing percentage.
The mistakes that the Falcons
have made like the turnover in
their own zone that allowed ).B.
Bitlner win the game for Ohio
State in the final minute last
Saturday in BG captain Greg
Day's eyes shouldn't be a problem in this weekend series.
"I feel good about this weekend," Day said. "The mistakes
that we made were very curable
and its those little mistakes that
have cost us some games."
Day is leading a very formidable first line with freshman Ryan
Minnabamet and Colen Pappas
at his wings, but he will not have
the services of Pappas for the first
game of the weekend. Pappas
and second leading team scorei
Mark Wires will not be able to
play Thursday as they are serving
aonegame suspension for fight-

Chris School* BGNtws

SAVING THE DAY: Falcon's goalie Tyler Masters will have to come up
HOCKEY, PAGE 8 with some saves when the icers tace the Spartans tonight at MSU.

Falcons flock from afar
by Craig Gilford
THE BC NEKS

Ohio, New York, Canada, and
The Czech Republic all have
something in common. Student
athletes at Bowling Green
University hail from each of
these places.
University athletes have come
from other states and other
countries to compete in the various athletic programs, although
many of them could have gone
to higher profile schools like
Ohio State or Penn State.
Vitek Wild, a native of the
Czech Republic, began his college career in Pennsylvania. The
tennis player said he was competing at a tournament in
Columbus when tennis coach,
lay Harris noticed him.
According to Wild, he could
have gone to Ohio State or Penn
State, but ruled it out after visit-

ing Bowling Green.
"They were too big for me,
being from another country," he
said. "Here it's good, you can talk
to the teacher because there
aren't too many students in the
classes."
The size of the University was
a determining factor for Wild's
teammate Mike Kossoff, from
Syosset, New York.
"I like that it's a big school, but
it's not super big." he said. "I can
walk around and meet someone
new everyday."
Before coming to the
University, Kossoff attended San
Diego State. There, he said, he
didn't enjoy being on the team as
much he docs here.
"At San Diego, there was no
team unity. Here, we're practically like family, we do everything
together," he said. "When i'm on
the court, by myself, I know the

rest of the guys are behind me."
Before looking into colleges to
transfer to, Kossoff said, he had
never before heard of the
University. He said his dad
encouraged him to consider the
University based on the strength
of the tennis team.
"When 1 first came here, I was
like woh! this is the flattest place
I've ever seen," hesaid."Rut I like
it so much, and had so much
fun, that I decided to come
here."
While a number of students
were originally from other countries or states and may never
have heard of the University, volleyball player, 1-aura Twyman,
was originally from Ohio.
After living in Findlay for 15
years, her family moved to Texas.
She said, she wanted to come
back to Ohio, and Bowling Green
because of the size of the school

and for the business program,
"Hike it up here a lot," she said.
"I like the weather here more
than in the south."
While the students who have
ventured far from home to play
sports at the University have
adjusted to life away from hi ime,
some said it is tough to gel used
to

WOMEN'S RUGBY, PAGE 8

KNIGHT, PAGE 7

Chrtt schooler BGNtws

SCRUM-DIDLY-UMPTIOUS: The undefeated womens' rugby team took it to the ISU last Saturday,
defeating them 27-24. The rugers are headed to the Midwest Final Four tournement this weekend
were they are looking to extend their winning streak.
field advantage and a win under
their belts, IUP led 12-7 at the
half. But thanks to a penalty try
awarded to Reed and conversion by Kunevicius, BG was still
in the game.
Kicking their defense into
gear, the Falcons executed tackles and downfield kicks to keep
lUP's offense at bay. Reed and
Kunevivius teamed up again for
a try and a kick respectively,
before the final whisUe, allowing

Sports Writer

BG to squeak by with a final
score of 14-12.
"I have never been so proud
of the way our team played in
the second half," said tri-captain
and eight-man Stacy Sargent.
"Reed and Kunevicius's kicking
skills are the best this team has
seen. Everyone else made sure
we backed them up with the

THE BG NEWS

proved to be the game clincher.
"I have never seen our back
line work so well together," said
tri-captain Fougerousse. "We
couldn't have had better timing."
Sunday turned out to be a
slightly different story for the
lady ruggers. Facing Indiana
University of Pennsylvania, also
victorious on Saturday, BG
seemed to be lacking something
they had just?4 hours beofre.
Despite better weather, home

IAS0NA.
DIXON

Here we are, only weeks
away from the official start of
the college basketball season
and the talk hasn't been
about what talented players
will propel their teams to the
top of college basketball's
iliie In fact, you would hardpressed to find anyone mentioning Duke, and their
chances to repeat as National
Champions.
Where has all the attention
gone, you ask? To the legendary Bob Knight, and his
controversial return to the
bench as Head Coach of
Texas Tech University. Let's
face it, when David Schimidly
(President of TTU) made
plans to hire the hot-tempered Knight, many called it a
leap of faith, while others
speculated that he was making a deal with the devil.
Some even exercised the
most sensible perspective,
believing that he was only
looking for someone to
restore the pride into a program that's been in hibernation for the past couple of
seasons.
Fact of the matter is that
much of the criticism has
been directed at something
that's become non-existent.
The "General" has relumed a
changed man, while not only
giving the university a boost,
but the entire state ofTexas as
well. He has implemented
plans similiar to those that
BG Head Football Coach
Urban Meyer utilized to get
fans excited about the sport
once more. Knight even
allowed his team to take part
in an intramural scrimmage
between the women's team,
and Knight exuded his wisdom and basketball savvy
without the tirades we had
grown so accustomed to
throughout his years at
Indiana.
So, am I trying to say that
Knight should begin coach-

"It's really hard. I can only go
home during Christinas break
and spring break," Tw\ man said
"I can't go home to pick things
upordrupthiugsoll"
Kossoff agreed that it was
lough getting used to Bowling
Green after living in New York.
"I'm used to the big city." he
said. "The people around here
are a lot friendlier. If you talk to
someone here, you gel smiles
You talk to someone on the subway in New York, they look at you
like your weird."

Women ruggers make tourney
The Women's Rugby team
may have become accustomed
to rolling over thier opponents in
recent lopsided victories, but the
first round of the Midwest
Tournament proved to be a
completely different story.
"we knew the teams we
would face over the weekend are
a different caliber than our previous competition," said tri-captain and fly-half Kim Miller.
"When you reach this level,
you realize that everyone works
as hard as you, and everyone
wants to win just as bad."
But Bowling Green must have
wanted it just a little bit more,
defeating Illinois State University
on Saturday 27-24. 1SU scored
their first try of the match just
minutes after the kick off, but BG
bounced back in their usual style
with one of their own.
This was the reiccurring
theme the rest of the game.
Thanks to to domination by the
front line in the scrum-downs
and lineouts, scrum-half Alissa
Reed and fullback Megan
Fougerousse each put in two
tries, wit rookie wing Roxanne
Senko adding one of her own. It
was Reed's final try, and inside
center Fallon Kunevicius's successful conversion kick that

Knight
Shining
Bright at
Texas Tech
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Browns getting national tube time
by Tom Withers
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Those plain orange helmets
will be back on national TV this
weekend, and this time the
Cleveland Browns don't plan to
embarrass themselves.
Their last prime-time appearance on the tube was a disaster.
One of the NFIi early-season
surprises, Cleveland (4-2) will get
a chance to show the nation if
they should be taken seriously on
Sunday when they visit the
streaking Chicago Bears (5-1) at
Soldier Field.
"The whole world will get to
see us," said corr.°rback Corey
Fuller. "We can get a lot of respect
that night."
Roughly 75 percent of CBS'
viewers will see the Browns-Bears
matchup, which the network has
moved — from a 1 p.m. kickoff to
4:15 p.m.—so it could be aired to
a majority of the country.
It will be the Browns' first
national exposure since 1999, an
opening-week Sunday night
game that Cleveland fans are just
now starting to forget.
On Sept. 12 that season, the
Browns made their return to the
league following a three-year
absence and were shut out 43-0
at home by the Pittsburgh
Steelers, who trashed the welcome back party in Cleveland's
new stadium.
The Browns don't want to see a
rerun.
"A lot of people will be tuned
in," said rookie running back
lames lackson. "A lot of them arc
wondering, 'Why is Cleveland 42?' We've got to go out there and
show them why. A lot of teams
will be watching, too, and we
don't want to go out and make

fools of ourselves."
There's no reason to think the
Browns will.
In its first year under coach
Butch Davis, Cleveland has
already surpassed its win total of
last season, and one more win
and the Browns will have
matched their victory total over
the past two seasons.
Fuller said Davis is the biggest
reason for the turnaround.
"He's brought the love back
into this locker room," Fuller said.
"From Day One, he's told guys, 'If
you believe you can do it, you can
do it' We won five games in two
years. There were times I wanted
to go home and not play football
again."
like the Bears, who have won
five straight and are off to their
best start since 1990, the Browns
are gaining believers around the
league with every victory.
And now they can add a few
million more on TV against the
Bears.
"I think it's great," said quarterback Tim Couch. "1 think it shows
a lot of respect for us and for the
Bears. People want to see if both
teams are for real and if we've
come that far in such a short period of time."
The Browns think they've
made huge strides and feel being
a feature game with CBS' top
announcing team of Greg
Gumbel and Phil Simms behind
the microphones is just another
step.
"And eventually we'll be on
Monday Night Football," said
offensive guard Ross Verba.
The Browns are getting an
added boost on defense with second-year end Courtney Brown
expected to play for the first time

Tennis has mixed results
at I1A Rolex Regional
bylason A Dixon
BG NEWS

Associated Press

SPOTLIGHT: Kevin Johnson (85) seen here scoring a touchdown on
Oct. 20, hopes to shine as Browns' game against Chicago is going
to be nationally televised on CBS this Sunday at 4 p.m..

said, "and he's handled everything pretty good. But we're going
to be smart since it's his first game
of the year."
Davis said the national exposure was "a nice compliment" to
the Browns, who were lucky to
even get their highlights replayed
while losing 27 games the past
two years.
"That's one of the things our
players wanted to do," Davis said.
"To play in significant games and
earn some respect."

this season against the Bears.
Brown, the top overall draft
pick in 2000 who had a solid
rookie season with Cleveland,
has been sidelined since August
with a partial ligament tear in his
right knee.
Brown worked out with the
first-team defense during practice on Wednesday, and Davis
said he'll play on Sunday and
may even start at right end.
"We're giving him a little more
to handle every single day," Davis

Throughout the season the
men's tennis team has played the
role of underdog, despite their
success last spring Last weekend
marked the first time BG experienced what it was like to be the
hunted, as three Falcon's competed at the International Tennis
Association's Rolex Regional in
Hast Lansing, Michigan.
lunior Geoff Hiscox led BG
into the tournament as the 15th
seed, the first Falcon to achieve
such a feat. After a first-round
bye, Hiscox defeated Sean Moran
of Western Illinois in straight sets,
6-4 and 6-3. However, Hiscox
didn't experience as much success in his third-round match.
Mike Calkins of Illinois gained an
early advantage and carried the
momentum to a 6-3, 6-0 victory
in straight sets.
Hiscox knew that it would be
much tougher to repeat the kind
of run he had at the ITA AilAmerican Tournament. Despite
his defeat in the third-round,
Hiscox felt he played pretty well.
"I knew it was going to be
tough trying to follow up the performance I had a few weeks ago,
but I think 1 played some good
matches", Hiscox said.
Senior Vitek Wild and lunior
Nicolas Lopez-Acevedo were the
other two competitors for the
Falcon's. Both went to East
Lansing with high expectations.
Wild drew Michigan State's
Goran Tupelo in the first-round
and suffered a 6-3,6-4 defeat, followed by Lopez-Acevedo's hard
fought loss to Ball State's Andrew
Seni in three sets. Coach lay
Harris chose Wild an LopezAcevedo because of their experience . Each we're defeated in the

first-round, but Harris felt they
gained some respect with consistent play in those matches.
"I that Nicolas played the best
out of the three. We knew that
much of the focus would be on
Geoff and that's why we didn't put
all the pressure on him", Harris
said. "All three of the guys played
well".
The Falcon's doubles time of
Hiscox and Wild put their losses
in singles play behind them, and
came together to beat Western
Illinois in a convincing 8-2 victory. After WIU, Wild teamed
Lopez-Acevedo and lost to 7th
seeded Wisconsin.
The ITA Rolex Regional consisted of many of the best players
in the Midwest, including players
from Notre Dame, Michigan, and
Ohio State. BG felt they had
raised bar of success a little going
into this tournament, and suffered some difficult losses. But
the men's tennis team feels they
haven't lost any respect through
this tournament.
"We knew it was going to be
difficult to follow up the performance we had in Georgia, but 1
think this tournament was a bigger test, because we knew that
teams were going to be coming
after us", Harris said.
The Falcon's conclude the Fall
Season when they travel to the
Birney/Rocket
Indoor
Tournament this weekend.
Everyone on the team is eagerly
awaiting this opportunity, and no
one seemed to be more confident than Senior Mike Kossoff.
"We had some great practices
while the guys were in East
Lansing, and we're looking forward to this tournament", Kossoff
said. "Our main goal is to inflict
pain on our opponents. We have-
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PICK OF THE WEEK
Welcome back my friends to the show
that never ends. We want to thank
basketbalfs Len Matela tor bang this
week's man in the middle.

NICKHURM
Sports Editor

Miami at
Bowling Green

Michigan
28-21
f MSU can't get anything going through
the air: Duckett

Michigan
35-21
Michigan has the
upper edge.

Michigan State
28-24
So why can't you
stick your elbow in
your ear?

Michigan
28-7
The football team
will go down just like
the hockey team.

Prediction
Score
Rant

Notre Dame
30-24
Touchdown Jesus
meets Ole' Dan
Tucker

Tennessee

use

17-10

21-7

The Volunteers
aren't going to fall
to the Irish.

Looks like the Irish
need Urban back.
Too bad.

Notre Dame
21-7
Irish will win... if
sober.

Prediction
Score
Rant

Stanford
34-24
Standford gridders
proclaim: "I'm Tiger
Woods.''

Stanford

Ohio State

32-10

6-3

30-17

The Cardinals have
new confidence
after beating UCLA

Think Steve "Don;t
call me Detmer"
Belisari can do it?

Too smart to lose.

Prediction
Score
Rant

Ohio State

Ohio State

Tennesee

Ohio State

38-21

35-21

17-14

31-21

0SU is better than
Toledo; Toledo beat
Minnesota.

I know. I know. I'm
giving in, but I'm
being honest.

What's this I hear
about all-cotton
swabs?

Tressel setting his
team up for the
Michiganmatch up.

Marshall
35-14
Toledo pushes
another win off the
conveyor belt.

Marshall

Miami

Marshall

28-7

18-11

34-14

Kent State isn't any
better than us and
we lost to Marshall.

Batle for supremecy Thundering Herd
rolls!
between MAC's
most mediocre.

Stanford 1 FAVORITE

Ohio State at
Minnesota
Ohio Stale 3 FAVORITE

Prediction
Score
Rant

Marshall at
Kent State
Marshall 13 FAVORITE

Holiday Parties *
Student Organizations Welcome if
Call now to book your hoiiday_party.
Groups from 50-250.
200 Campbell Hill Rd. Bowling Green
352-2149 uk for Gordon

-*(•

College of Musical Ans

Bowling Green Opera Theater
vj/
Presem

Nov. 9 and 10 at 8 p.m. • Nov. 11 at 3 p.m.
Kobacker Hall • Moore Musical Arts Center
Bowling Green Slate University

*
Music By Jules Mislencl • Tick*ll J8 Adulu/M Children Under 10

#

tS5 BGSU nudenl nckets al ihc door the evening ot each performance)
For Trekel Intontnlion. Call +19/372-8171 or 800/589-2224

Bowling Green

Bowling Green
24-3
Falcon defense
hurts the Zips

28-14
The Falcons should
win. They just hid a
week off to rest.

Bowling Green

28-14
Geriing's catch streak
will continue as long
as the mullet grows.

Stanford

Shipping • Packing • Faxing • Copying • Data Entry
VCR Cleaning • Computer Repair, Upgrade & Tutoring
Color Copies • Lamination • Bulk Mailing • Scanning Service

Authorized Shipping Agent for

352-5042

Bowling Green

ieSU ATHIETBC BAND
Serves as pep band to selected basketball and
hockey games during the 2001-2002 season.
Rehearsals are:
Sunday. October 28:

5:00 7:00 PM \\

Sunday. November 4:

5:00-7:00 PM

Monday, November 12:

7:00-9:00 PM *J

Rehearsals will be held in Kelly Hall
(Room 1012) in the Moore Musical Arts
Center. Bring your horn.

See you there!

KNIGHT. FROM PAGE 6

ing women?"Absolutely not, fans
of TTU would plead temporary
insanity before that happens. But
I am reiterating the fact that
Knight has changed. He has
found a new home, a place where
he's gone from "What's up,
Knight?" to hearing his name
chanted, and it appears that his
life has changed. However, people will continue to wonder if he
has, and they only need to look at
what he has done so far.
When noticing at Knight's
resume, one could have imagined programs across the country drueling over the opportunity
to have Knight roaming the sidelines of their sold-out arena's. But
that wasn't the case. Instead,
Schimidly gave Knight something that so many athletes have
been given, and something that
so many others crave, and that's a
second chance.
College basketball's enemy
number one has an opportunity
to prove that he has changed, but
he hasn't lost his desire to win.
Now, before you begin penciling
Texas Tech in for next year's final

four, you must first recognize his
situation. First of all, he arrives at
a place where they absolutely
cherish the women's basketball
team. So Knights program might
have to take a back seat for a
while. Also, Knight must find a
way to bring his group of neophytes together, and make them
believe in his system.
He doesn't have Isiah Thomas
penetrating to the basket or Steve
Afford knocking down the threepointer anymore, and those
national championships don't
mean anything at this moment.
The point is that Knight has his
work cut-out, however, the former coach and mentor of the
Falcon's Head Basketball Coach
Dan Dakich has taken his new
position in stride. Who knows,
those strides may even lead to a
winning season. But if we can
draw any conclusions here; it
would be that Knight has
changed his whole demeanor for
the time being. That only means
that those vying for Knight to fail
and anticipating his downfalls,
must find someone else to antagonize. At least until he throws his
first chair.

AOII AOII AOII AOII AOII AOII AOII AOII

A TO Z DATA

148 S. Main St.
(OWw—n *ct * Bin FfnMtn)

Legend has fresh start

BG Iceman

Prediction
Score
Rant

Tennessee 7.5 FAVORITE

Wasington at
Stanford

Greg "Happy" Day

Bowling Green
35-24
I'll take Palmer,
Alaska overFindlay,
Ohio any day.

Michigan 6.5 FAVORITE

Tennessee at
Notre Dame

ERIK CASSANO
Writer

Prediction
Score
Rant

Bowling Green 4 FAVORITE

Michigan at
Michigan State

ERICA GAMBACCINI
Assistant Editor

The/ bitter* of
Alpha/ Omlcron/ Pi/
Welcome* Cty Newest Mewibery!
Amber Burnett
Katelyn Dixon
Leslie Gambosi
| Marie Hockenberry
Alaina King
Katie Krolikowski
AOII

\()ll

Kat Lewis

Jen Parker
Allison Quinlan
Colleen Sciano
Cassi Veres
Kristen Weber

\()ll AOII AOII

\OII

\OII

DON'T BE A TURKEY! GET A FLU SHOT!
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Women's Rugby not overconfident
WOMENS' RUGBY. FROM PAGE 6

defense and offense that we
knew how to play."
Now 8-0, the lady niggers are
Iowa bound this weekend, heading to the Midwest Final Four
held in Iowa Falls. Hosted by
Northern Iowa University, last

m

years Division II National
Champions, BG has no illusions
about their competition.
"We fully expect even tougher
games," said Miller. "But we've
faced our share of adversity this
season, and still came out on top.
It's what we expect from ourselves."
nami ,i,TiH*WHi>M.M|Mll|lilWrV

-> > Happy

v

Thursday...Happy
Tliursday...Happy Thursday...

BG NEWS

leers ready for Spartans Mens tennis brings the pain
The Falcon's realize they
have another difficult tournament, but Harris felt the would
respond to the challenge as
they have done all season
long.
"This is the first time in a
while that we will be participating in a full team tournament. Everyone feels good and
ready to make a statement this
weekend", Harris said.

TENNIS, FROM PAGE 7

ing after the 4-3 OSU loss
Saturday. Freshmen Kelsey
Muench and Denis White could
take their places on the lines in
game one. Minnabarriett is leading the Falcons in goals with
three and Pappas has one goal
and two assists on the season so
far.
The Spartans have a few fresh-

men of their own that are making
an impact on the scoreboard.
Defenseman Duncan Keith is
leading the team in scoring with
forward Jim Slater with two goals
and six assists each.
The Spartans are now leading
the CCHA standings with
Northern Michigan with seven
points while the Falcons are tied
with Michigan in eighth place
with three points.

to continue to earn respect
and send a message with each
match we play".
The three day tournament
takes place in Toledo, and will
include the likes of Toledo,
Michigan, Ohio State, Illinois,
Northwestern, Notre Dame,
and DePaul.

Travel

Travel

Travel

Personals

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas & Florida. Now hiring Campus Reps.
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours com

Spring Break 2002- Travel with STS,
Americas #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Mexico. Bahamas or
Florida. Promote trips on-campus to
earn cash and free trips. Information/Reservations
1 -800-648-4849
or www Sl5l.ravQl.com

IMAbsoluteLoweslSpringBreakPrice'
2)AwardWinnmgCustomerService!3)
FreeMealPlans4)CampusRepsTravelFree-EnoughReasons?1 -800-3671252. springbreakdifect.com

• SPRING REGISTRATION '
Mechanized Walt List* now
on Ihe STAR SYSTEM!
Check Ihe web lor handy directions

HOCKEY, FROM PAGE 6
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Classified Ads
372-6977

The BO r«*\ will ntx ;
l> «c«p< adveniicirantt dun Jiscrimin»ie. ot encourage ditorimimtion against any Individual or
group on the basis of race, sea.
color, creed, religion, national
origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on the
basis of any other legally protected stalus.
The BG News reserves the right
to decline, discontinue or revise
any advertisement such as those
found lo be defamatory, lacking
in factual basis, misleading or
false in nature All advertisements are subject to editing and
approval

•"Act Nowl Guarantee the best
Spring BrMh PrlCWl South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida & Mardi Gras. Reps
needed...Travel Free. EarnSSS
Group Discounts For 6*.
800-838-8203wwwleisuretours.com

WINTER AND
SPRING BREAK
BEACH A SKI TRIPS
DON'T DELAY!
WWW.SUNCHASE.COM
1-800-SUNCHASE

WYfw.uqsu.edu/ufdeea'registrar
Then SEE YOUR ADVISOR and
PLAN your CALL!!!
•SPRING REGISTRATION ■

Spnng Break 2002 Organize Groups & Go Free
Free Parties & Hours of free drinks
Cancun, Jamaica, Barbados
Bahamas, Florida 4 More!!
For Details and the Best Rales
Visit www.sunsplashtours com
1-800-426-7710

A young Caucasian 30 yr old couple seek to adopt newborn. Will be
lull-time mom and devoled dad. Expenses paid. Call Jen and Cliff
1-800-301-8471.

ISun

•••LASTCAUll

Coast Vacations wants to send you
on Spring Break lo Cancun, the Bahamas, Jamaica, or MazatJan FOR
FREE! To find out how, call 1-888777-4642 or e-mail

FREE Portrait Sitting
Have your photo included in the
yearbook - For FREE
9am - 5pm
THIS WEEK
28 West Hall

SfllflsflsuncoastYacation.s.cQm,

BGSU Theatre presents

Congratulations^
Beth Schubert
K
E
E
P

The KEY Yearbook
Make an appointment at
www.myseniorpor1rait.org
or call 372-8634
The KEY
WALK-INS WELCOME

Services Offered
Worried about pregnancy?
Get Tested
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

**

HAPPY
HOUR 3-9PM
$2.25 DOMESTIC MUGS
BOUNCE

U
P

Sales Rep of the
Month for
October 2001

November 1,2,3 at 8 p.m.
November 3 and 4 at 2:00 p.m.

COOL MUM!
COOLKOPU!

Joe E. Brown Theatre
Reservations: 419 - 372- 2719

*

aXMKB!

MfflOUl

IB H. MAIN • J53-6912
MEED CASH FOR THE HOLIDAY:

©X

¥'fedEx
is
hiring
IMO
Ground

o
o
ry

O

♦ NIGHT
(Midnight to 5:00am)
Mon-Fri
$10.00/hr
♦ SUNRISE
(3:30am to 8:30am)
Tues-Sat
S10.00/hr
♦ DAY
(2:OOpm to ?:00pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.50/hr
♦ TWILIGHT
(7:0Opm to 11:30pm)
Mon-Fri
$8.507hr
♦ PRELOAD
(3:00am to 8:00am)
Mon-Fri
$10.00/hr

« .;~-

X
Ground

s
Airport Hwy

FAX 41 9-354-01 95

www.tsportsourcc.com

siac

SCHOOL APPAREL
UMFORKS
EQWPflEfiT

BANNERS
UNYl LETTERING
GRAPHIC Of SIGN

TRMNHGAIDS
TEAMS
CROUPS

SOON PUNTING
ENMOOatV
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Receive 10%
Hours I0-4M-FH.
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Dance Marathon
2002

F d

♦ Year-Round Position
♦ 5 Shifts To Choose From
♦ 3-5 Hrs., 5 Days A Week
♦ Tuition Assistance
♦ Weekly Pay
♦ No Union Dues
♦ Starting at $8.50-$ 10.00
♦ Raise After Every 90 Days
♦ Weekends & Holidays OFF

11D WEST POE ROAD B.G. DH
41 9-353-34II

»i

Easy to get to:

Offers

©

TOTAL SPORT SOURCE

When'you absolutely, positively want a better wage

5 Shifts to
Choose From

(Oi

'ry

<t

x^

First Overall Meeting
8
BGSU

Thursday, November 1
Olscamp 101, 9:15 pm
Everyone Welcome!

650 S. Reynolds Road,
Toledo, OH 43615
(1 mile north of Airport Hwy.)

I

1-800-582-3577 Call Today

*

Dance Marathon 2002
If IW*
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Personals

Personals

Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Sale

JCPannev
Hair & nail salon In store
Great sales In all departments!
WOODLAND MALL

Walden BooKs
Buy $10 preferred Reader card to
get 10% off all purchases!
WOODLAND MALL

1 roommate to share 2 bdrm.
furnished apt. Brand new, all
appliances, own room and bthrm
Subleasing for 2nd sem. and dose
to campus! Call Beckle O (440)7599982 or (419)353-1476.

$500 cash in 2 hours guaranteed.
Are you at least 16 yrs. old?
Do you have Internet access?
Do you need cash?
$500 cash In 2 hours guaranteed.
www.greatwealthpublishing.com.

School Age Recreation Leader
Part time afternoon hours. Plan and
implement activities for children
ages 5-12. Experience working with
children. $7.00 - $8.50Vhour depending upon experience. Apply at the
Catholic Club, 1601 Jefferson Avenue, Toledo OH 43624. (419) 2437255. The Catholic Club is a nonprofit, United Way agency, open to
everyone.

1993 Ford Mustang. Good cond.
$2,000. OBO. 353-1950, ask for
Brandon.

GET INVOLVED IN
INTRAMURALSI! INTRAMURAL
ADVISORY BOARD
APPLICATIONS FOR SPRING
2002 ARE BEING ACCEPTED
THROUGH NOV. 26.
APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE
IN 130 PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR
ON THE WEB. INTERVIEWS ARE
LIMITED, ON A FIRST COME,
FIRST SERVE BASIS AND WILL
BE HELD NOV. 29-30.
SPRING 2002 PRACTICUM
OPPORTUNITIES IN THE
INTRAMURAL OFFICE FOR
RECREATION AND SPORT
MANAGEMENT MAJORS.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR ON THE
WEB AND ARE DUE NOV. 27.
INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD
DEC. 3-4.
Spring Break-Nassau/Paradise Island. Cancun and Jamaica from
$459. Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties
and More! Organize small groupearn FREE trips plus commissions!
CalM-800-GET-SUN-1
The sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi
congratulate Cyndi Redman on her
pearling to Aaron Durham.
Tired of winters in Northwest Ohio?
Why not try California, Hawaii or
Louisiana next year? Attend one of
over 170 colleges at in-state-fees!
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE
PROGRAM. Credits transfer! Great
expenence! More details: Tuesday,
November 6th at 4:00pm BA117.
Call NSE office 2-5096 or 2-9627 for
Information.

Think You're Funny?
PROVE IT
Funniest person in BG Contest
$100 prize - 352-8242
WHEN DO YOU REGISTER?
Check the
Registration Times Chart
www.bogu.edu/offices/ffloistrar
Look up class/birth month to find
stan date to register for Spring
Cont. Student Registration
Begins November 5

Desk clerk needed for local motel
Midnight to 8am shift. 3-4 8 hr. shifts
per week. Must work some weekends. Long term position. Apply at
Buckeye Inn between 8-4, Mon-Fri.

Help Wanted
$10 AN HOUR ♦ COMMISSIONHII
TRUGREEN-CHEMLAWN IS CURRENTLY LOOKING FOR EMEB:
Q.ETIC CANDIDATES WHO SEEK
TO MAKE; GOOD MONEY WHILE
IMPROVING THEIR COMMUNICATIONS SKILLS THROUGH TELEPHONE SALES.

Wanted

1 Female subleaser needed to
share 1 bdrm. in 2 bdrm apt Close
to campus! Available now Call Jamie O (419)308-0282.
Roommate needed to share rent &
util. for a 2 bdrm apt. at 611
Manville. Close to campus
call Jake • 352-4115.
SuWeaser ASAP lor 3 bdrm apt
$233 mo., $233 security dep Lease
goes until May. Call Kim 353-0865.
Subleaser needed, own bedroom
and own bathroom, shuttle to campus, pool. Call Courtney or Becky O
354-1453.
Sublsr needed Dec-Aug. 1 bdrm,
walking dis. to campus, all util. inc.
Except elec. Fully turn . new kitchen,
pkg. mcl $390/mo. Can negotiate
352-8176.

-MAKE UP TO $15 AN HOUR!!

Do you love animals? Do you like
work? Are you available weekday
mornings? If interested call Rick at
419-893-7218. Maumee Area.
Lawn Maintenance-Part S Full Time
Knickerbocker Lawns
352-5822
Lawn service has opening on day
shift. Call Rick 669-4183.

1994 Chevy Lumina 4 door p/pw
high miles, alarm, tinted windows,
burgundy. Excell cond & keyless
entry. $2500 OBO Greg O
494-3979.
'92 Cutlass Cierra Runs good 124k
miles $1,500 or best offer

373-0031.
'94 Saturn SL2 $2,000
Must sell
Call 373-0465.

For Sale

1986 Honda Accord LXi. 4dr, auto,
moonroof. High miles but runs great
$1,500. Call Dean 409-0167

Bed - Queen pillow top, new, in
plastic. Full manufacturer's warranty. Retail $800. Sacrifice $199 Can
deliver. Call 419-392-7465

•$200 SIGN ON BONUS!!
•NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARYI!
■WORK IN A FUN ENVIRONMENT
WITH FUN PEOPLE!!
-FULL AN0 PART
TIONS AVAILABLE!!

TIME

POSI-

•NO COLD CALLING-LEADS ARE
PROVIDED!!
-GIVE US A CALL-WE'LL TALK TO
EVERYONE!!

Golden Key National Honor Society
Induction Ceremony

CALL NEAL AT (419)814^5004. OR
FAX

RESUME

TO

1419)874-7107

TO SEE HOW TBUQREEN-CHEMLAWN CAN HELP YOU FURTHER
YOUR CAREER!!
$12 PER HOUR SUMMER JOB
StudentBiz.Net are currently hiring
students for 2002 Summer
Internships. Ideal for students
interested in gaining business &
management experience. Average
internship pays $8,000 per summer
For more information call 1 -888-8393385. Only a few positions left..

Sunday November 4, 2001
4:30 p.m.
Olscamp 101B

Scholarships Awarded
Membership Certificates Presented
Refreshments Provided

T-Shirts Available
Professional Dress

BothWork forPeanuts!
MOVADQ
MUSEUM MODERNA
A neoclassic
interpretation of a

Forty-three percent of college and university faculty in the United States are part-time faculty—
nearly half. No matter what you call them adjunct professor, part-time instructor or graduate
assistant - the part-timers who teach these classes
are highly skilled teachers, but they work for
peanuts. The wages and benefits these faculty
members receive are outrageously low, only 17
percent receive health insurance, and just 20 percent have a subsidized retirement plan.
The term "part-time" is a misnomer. A large number of these teachers are "roads scholars" or "freeway flyers," instructors who teach full time by working part time at three or four different campuses.

legend in modern
design. The single
dot Museum dial,
framed by a sleek
bezel and rectangular
lugs. 18K gold
micron finish
case. Black calf
strap. Swiss quartz
movement. Sapphire
crystal. Water resistant

Not only are these workers poorly paid, few
receive fair treatment. Nearly all of these workers
are left in limbo regarding course assignments, few
are placed on a track for full-time employment and
almost none are compensated for office hours.
It's time for equal pay for equal work. Fart-time teachers should be paid wages comparable to full-time
instructors for teaching similar courses. Funds should
be set aside for health and retirement benefits, and
part-timers should be compensated for office hours
to enable them to meet with and advise students. It's
not only fair; it's the best way to maintain quality in
our colleges and universities.

In order to achieve equity, part time faculty,
adjuncts and graduate assistants need the right
to bargain collectively. But, those who work at
Ohio's state universities do not enjoy the protection of Ohio's public employee bargaining
law. The Ohio Federation of Teachers (OFT)
supports a change in the law to grant equal
rights to part time faculty.
Of course, improving salary, benefits and working conditions for any state college and university faculty will be very difficult after two
rounds of cuts in state aid. OFT urges the Ohio
legislature to reopen the state budget and restore
the cuts in higher education funding.

SUPPORT CAMPUS
EQUITY WEEK

The week of October 28 through November 3 is
Campus Equity Week. The Ohio Federation of
Teachers has joined with a large coalition of other
higher education organizations to focus attention
on the need for fair wages and fair treatment for
part-time faculty. No more working for peanuts,
loin us in supporting equity for part-time faculty.

_

OHIO
FEDERATION OP
TEACHERS
mail: irrfo«*on-«ft.ani

to 99 feet. His or hers, $395.

Show your BGSU ID for
an additional discount!
R. Howards Fine Jewelers
139 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402

354-3554

The American Federation of Teachers represents 125,000 college and university faculty, more than any
other union. OFT represents faculty at four Ohio colleges and seeks to represent full time, part time,
adjunct faculty and graduate assistants at other Ohio colleges and universities. Phone 1-800 821-1722.

CHECK V/ «VT AT BCNCW/.Ce*
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For Sale

For Sale

For Sale

Bed lull size pillow-lop mattress set
New in plastic Retail S599 Sell
$179 Call 1419)392-7465.

OAKLEY SUNGLASSES
Prescription and non-prescription.
Ray-ban. Gargoyles, and Serengetli
also available. John T. Archer & Associates 1222 Ridgewood BG
352-2502

Sears
Compact Refrigerator
352-3008

•

Snoodle puppy. All papers, black
male. Inquire to 352-3076

■

Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

Dreamcast system 4 controllers
and 4 games S1SO 534-3163

Read the BG News daily !!!
Rec Sports Ski Trip
January S-13, 2002
Breekenriage, CO

M

II

Call 354-3182
lor further info

t manti loaning
a out el 5 nor 1 nil tlckgtw
tronMporlatton /all ana uiaanai
ana" mwcft rnorrn.-

5:00 7:30 10:00

2 & 3 bdrm. turn. apt. w/ AC
Available Now
352-7454

15
17
19
21
22
24
26
29
31
33
34
35
37
39
40

3 bdrm. house. 3-4 unrelated people Close to campus Available
Jan 2002-AuguSl 2002 352-0429

Happy 21st
Birthday Kim!

FIRST WARD COUNCIL
Paid lor by the Tomashefski Committee:

M

BO

WWW*4

■

42 Girl (slang)
44 Greek marketplace
46 Great lake
48 Green vegetable
50 Highest point
51 _ Brooks
53 Conform
55 Stemmed glass
58 NY. Indian
61 My gal _
62 Unsure
64 Over (poetic)
65 Dined
66 Assent
67 Direction (abbr)

Answers
* ■ ""TH ■

HSM

}!
10

.

CALL THE WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP
<, 1

ii

ijlHj!!
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KAPLAN

<<U^* *'lil* ''i*?^* 7i^ * 43^ '"•[*-''■*
1-800-KAP-TEST • www.Kaplan.com

Find It In
The BG News!

SPRING SEMESTER
SUBLEASES AVAILABLE

For Rent

Several Efficiencies
1 or 2 BR apts.

BRAND NEW APARTMENTS
'Washer and Dryer in each apt'
•Resort-style pool with Jacuzzi
'State of an computer center
'Private bedrooms
Sterling University Enclave
353-5100

Call
John Newlove Real Estate, Inc.
PH: 354-2260

TOMASHEFSKI

H
^^M H

Indication of
Harangue
Strict
Water faucet
Sulk
Small child
Russian ruler (var)
Vert face of stair
Car fluid
Female sheep
Midwest state (abbr)
Male sheep
Brewed drink
Southern state (abbr)
Males

3 bedroom unfurn.house. 1/2 block
from campus. 1 year lease. 5/15/025/10/03. Deposit required. $950/mo
includes gas/mo Phone 686-4700.

SOMA

^fa

^H"

1 Sidney's nickname
2 High card
3 Poll
4 Place
5 Inactive
6 Edward's nickname
7 Obtain
8 Leave a room 20 Egg
9 Expire
22 Best
10 Abolish
23 Houston sports team member
11 Summer drink 25 Make lace
16 Fur mammal 27 Conscious
18 Rodent
28 Rest
30 Tattered cloth
32 Ocean
36 Atlas item
38 Christian love
41 Agile
43 Meadow
45 Choice
47 Snakelike fish
49 Sun-dried brick
52 Sparta queen
54 Poker stake
55 Girls org (abbr)
56 Grain
57 Clothe
59 Lair
60 Plural of is
63 Old Testament city

THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?

3 bdrm. unfurnished apt.
1082 Fairview.
Call 352-5822.

Love,
Sara

«i

14 Kettle lop

233 W. Merry. 4 BR allows 4 unrelated people. S775/month. Available
Immediately. Call 354-2854.

I liofic so!

■ ■"

1 Baglike structure
4 Attacking to capture
9 Period of time
12 Frozen water
13 Alphabetical resource

2 bedroom unfurnished apartment.
1/2 block from campus. 1 year
lease 5/15702-5/10/03. Deposit
required. S625/mo. includes all
utilities. Phone 686-4700

Are you ready for
Back-2-Back nights
of celebration?

" "

Across

"Room avail, now. $225/mo includes util. Also 1 or 2 bdrm. apts.
avail. 1/10/02. 353-0325. 10am-7pm

2 bdrm. apt. avail. Jan. 1. 1 bath w/
2 sinks, tons of storage & balcony.
$565 mo. plus util. Call 353-3328
ASAP

BUR5ARABLE

IHl"

♦

•1

M

Trip Includes:

"'IB*

^H"

••2002-2003 now signing leases for
houses, apts and rooms. Will mail
listing or pick up al 316 E. Merry #3.
24 hrs. Questions call 353-0325
10am-7pm.

PG 13

IJLLl

^H>'

^■M

*»
•*
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Bruce Willis
Billy Bob Thorton

.

*

"

" Graduate Student Housing
New Accommodations
High Speed Internet Access

.

■

*

M

Cla-Zel Theatre

i

a

For Rent

REC SPORTS SKI TRIP

Downtown BG • 353-1361
www.cla-zel.com

1

I

KAPLAN

Large unfurnished efficiency. 1/2
block from campus. 1 year lease.
5/15/02-5/10/03. Deposit required.
$260/month includes all utilities
Phone 686-4700

House For Rent
424 E. Wooster, 3 Bdrm. House
Avail. Immed. $750/mo. Utilities
included. Ref req 353-7547.

Marlene K. Norton, Treasurer, 120 Evers Street. Bowling Green, Ohio

Bahamas Party

Cruise $279
Cancun $399
4 day* ■ UMI Ma* - FrH Parana - ItcaJrtmlau**

a

COUPON

rOne Item $C00
_■
Pizzas

"

Add 2 cans ol pop lot 75c
. items

I
_

And we'll men
(S* J deliver free m BC! |

.Mglto'ABkHutt-fiMfaMAJLitnolDrawa

Jamaica $439

Voted Best Pizza '93 -

94 - 95 - 96 • 97 • 98 -

Florida $119

99 • 00 - 01

7 *ugnti * Parana Or* Dayton* Suuih B«aeP

rw

ipiingbicaLtidvrl.com - Our I >ili Y««!

^bticcwm a New* ^imeaiicMi, Ut College Apa/iim&tii Jliouuf!

1-800-678-6386

SIERLING UNIVERSITY
JIJAM

v*4
1

*oN

.V*

353-5100

>^

TT"^*

706 Napoleon

n

www.suhenclave.com

'■""W'*» I

1 LA:

♦ FREE full size washer and dryer in
every apartment
♦ Private bedrooms with individual leases

^

♦ 24 hour emergency maintenance

U^M

GREENBRIAR, INC

♦ Brand new apartments

352-0717

♦ Resort style pool with hot tub

• • •

♦ Furnished apartments available

Stop in
for our

♦ Fitness center with cardiovascular and
free weights
♦ State of-the-Art computer center

Fall 2002

♦ Free resident parking

Listings!

♦ All new appliances including microwave

Check Out Our
• Website at

BGSU

www.wcnt't.org/"-gbrcnljl

n Sterling
[ University
^Enclave

$50 OFF

STIAXKOUSI;*•
SALOON,

HIRING IMMEDIATELY
opening November 12, 2001

• WAITSTAFF/ HOST
•DISHWASHERS
•PREP COOKS
•CHAR-BROILERS
•BARTENDERS
•LINE COOKS
Applications are now being taken at

Get Them While
They Last!

T<«N«piiWoaftiNe

Your deposit

•*

HKtMv^l^

Lonestar
Findlay, OH
2411 Tiffin Ave.

419-429-7884
i el

An SUH« Community SUH« is a trademark of SUH, Inc.
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